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SOHE Bl~SIC INFOru~lATION ABOUT RADIOACTIVE TR.I\CERS -FOR PL\NT sc:tENTISTS 
' .. ! ~f '.' . 

Victor ~'~. Greulach, ;~ssoci~te ·.:prb~essor" of Botany-

The use of aFtificial radioactive isotopes as tracers in biological ex-· ' 
a .... "1,..."" .. ~+s has increased greatly since 1946 when these materials became available 

the pile at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. It will increase even more during the next 
years. I.Iany plant scientists vnll be usine this relatively ney; . experimental tool 

first time within the next y~ar or two~ and even those who are not contem
"the use of tra.cers will wish to know more about them. 

This paper is designed ·to,provide a brief basic introduction to the subject 
r both of these groups, especially the 'ratter one. It is not designed as " a r:J.G.nual 
set of laboratory directions for those actually beginning work with tracers. It 

be desirable for anyone who is planning independe'nt work vr.i. th tracers' first ·to 
in a 18.boratory ·where the best techniques are being used. There are numerous , 

cks of t he trade" which cannot be learned satisfactorily from books or papers on 
subj~ct, or by trial and error ex~rienc~. 

Histo~ of Radioactive Tracers 

The histO)"y of raclioact,ive tracers' is, . of c'ourse, associated with the 
of r~i,dioactivity in general. ' Natural radioactivity was discovered by" . 

reI in 1896 while he was working with uranium potassium sulphate. About the" 
time ~.everal 9ther important disc<?veries were made, which, we r e essential for 

loping . ~n understand~ng of radioactivity. Roentgen discovered X-rays in 1895, 
1897 Tho~~ps·on ·discovered the electron, and in 1898 the Curies discovered radium 
polonium. Rutherford discovered the alpha particle in 190h; in 1912 he and Bohr 
ulated the now-familiar structure of the atom. . In 1919 .Rutherford produced the 
art~ficial , transmutation, changing a few atoms 'of nitrog~n into oxygen by bom-

then 1."Q th alpha pa'rticles from a naturally radioactive s'ubstance. The 
ord-Geiger counter for measuring radioactivity v{as produced in 1908, follov:ed 

the Geiger counter in 19U, and the ...... J'~ll-~own .Geiger-Mulle.r counter in 1928 • 

. Tne ·first of the three distinct periods in the Uge of ram·oacti ve tracers 
biology, 0.1' the period of n$.tural radioa.qtl ve tr~cers, began in , 1923 v{hen Hevesy 

) used radioactive ' lead (radium D) to stuqy absorption and translocation in 
~. Later, he also used radioactive bismuth (radium E). He ··p.ttempted to 'avoid 
radioactive injury and toxic effects by using very dilute sol1lt1.ons of the 

oactive salts·._ The only other study of ·this period using plants vias that of 
.orovitz (,123), who investigated permeability by means .,of radioactive lead 

ri'lUl1 B). , ~t is obvious why, so little .vrork ViaS done vlith, natur,al radioactive 
• The' naturally· radioactive substanc,es., except for K40, v1hich is vary scarce, 

not ... clements .involved in nO,rmal ' plant metabolism.' Their use vTOuld, therefore, 
little im-oY'mation ?obout normal physiological' processes, except by rather 

inference. In addit~on, they are rather toxic~ , 

. Th~ . second period in the use of radioactive tracers b~ean about )?36 with 
" avai~abiiity of artificial radi~active isotopes from the:: cyclotron, vlhlCh followed 
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another series of important basic ' discoveries in nuclear physics. 1· i.any of these came 
in 1932. In that year, Chadwick discovered the neutron, Anderson the positron, Urey, 
Brickvredde and Murphy deuterium (heavy hydrogen), and Lawrence the cAeuteron. Cock
croft and ~Tal ton first used artificially accelerated nutlear particles, producing 
transnrutation of lithium by artificialiy accelerated protons. Van de Graaf built his 
huge electrostatic generator for producing accelerated nuclear particles, and Lavrrence 
outlined the principle of the cyclotron, wherebY 'oven greater acceleration could be 
secured. In 1934 Irene Curie and J. Joliot discovered artificial radioactivity, and 
three artificial radioactive elements were produced that year. By 1937, 190 radio
active isotopes had been produced by means of the cyclotron. Tlill same year, a cyclo
tron was under construction in Lawrence's lahoratory 8$pecially for the production of 
radioactive isotopes for use in biology and medicine. It was conrpleted in 1939. Tho 
betatron developed by 'Kurst in 1941 has not · been used extensively in the production 
of radioactive isotopes. 

The first use of artifieial radioactive tracers in plants was by Hevesy, 
Linderstrom-Lang and Olsen (113) in 1936, using radioactive phosphorus' In the 11-
year period, 1936-1946, at least 64 papers were p~blished involving the usc of radio
active tracers in plants, exclusive of bacteria. It is beyond the scope of this 
paper to review this literature, but the distribution of the studies by years and 
typos of use is presented in Table 1. Radioactive phosphorus was used in 33 studies, 
potassium in 15, sodium in 13, carbon 1n ' 11, brominQ in 7, and rubidium in 6: Nitro
gen (114,139), hydrogen (131), magnesium, copper, zinc; iodine, sulphur, iron and 
calcium havo also been used. 

The third peri~ in the use of vadioactive tracers dates from 1946 when 
radioisotopes were first made available from the Oak Ridge pile for non-military use. 
The first self-sustaining chain reaction pile was put in operation at the ~niversity 
of Chicago on December 2, 1942. However, subsequent developments vrore centered on 
the production of atomic bombs and supplying other milita~ uses. It was not until 
June Ih, 1?h6 that radioisotopes became available for tracer studies and similar non-
milita~ uses~ , 

One major significance of the pile as a source of radi~isotopcs is that it 
is possible to produce them much more cheaply and' in mnch larger amounts than by means 
of tho cyclotron. For example, one millicurie of c14 produced by the use of cyclo
trons would cost about $1,000,000 and would require the continuous operation of five 
cyclotrons for a year. In the first four months of production of c14 from the 
uranium pile over 50 millicuries were sold 'at only $50 per millicurie. , 

Radioactive Isotopes as Tracers in Plants 

Radioisotopes have been used as tracers in plants principally in ,the study 
of the absorption, transloccition, accumulation D.nd general metabolism of mineral salts 
and in the study of photosynthesis (Table 1). The reasons for such emphasis are ob
vious - the case with 'which radioactive elements may be incdrporatod in minoral salts, 
or in cllrbon dioxide. As more org'anic compounds wi th radioactive c.arbon or oth8r 
radioactive clements incorporated in them are produced, and when .radioactive hydrogen 
becomes generally available, permitting the synthesis of radioactive '\iratc.r, it should 
be possible to apply radioactive tracer techniquos to the study of practically every 
physiological process of plants. The nature of the intermediate steps in the process 
of photpsynthesis is already being clarified by the use of radioactive carbon. The 

''ti:a.me wi~_l probably soon apply to the mysteries of fat, and protein metabolism llnd many 
otI~r chemical processes in plants. In plant pathology, the tracers should provide 
new information in regard to host-parasite relations, fungicides and many other as
pects of the field. The use of tracers in other phases of the plant sciences now ap
pears to be morc limited, but not impossible. Dr. Orlin Biddulph has said that "the 
possibilities of radioactive tracer used are limited only by the imagination." 



It should be emphasized that the importance of radioactive tracer$ lies in 
ease with which 'they may be detect"ed,, " in many cases without destroying j he tissue 
ved, and often penni tting detection "arid "measurement which would be abs4.1utely, 
ible a-y ordinary methods, ' In " general, experiments are not set up dif~'GrentlJr 

if ordinary substances were " being used, the only difference being the l~thods of 
ion or measu~cment employed. These "will be ,discussed later. 

'. 

stable Isotopes- .~ Tracers" in Plants 

The use of non-radioac·ti vo isotopes, or stable isotopes, a9 tracers is be
scope of thi~ review, b~t it may "be " well to consider them briefly. Not long 

Urey and his associates discovered deuter.ium or hea,vy hydrogen in 1932, 
i mcr and Rittenberg began using it as" a b~ological t~acer (1935). They and 
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other investigators have ~ince done considerable work with deuterium, but in addi 
stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen,oxygen and sulphur have been used. The use of 
stable isotopes as tracers has been limited because of certain disadvantages as com 
pared with radioactive isotopes. Detection and measurement of the stable isotopes 
is a rather prolonged and laborious process involving the use of the mass spectro
graph, although in the' case of deuterium, thermal conductivity and the density or 
refractive index of combustion water can also be used. It is always necessary to 
destroy the tissue being tested, as the nitrogen, for example, must be reduced to 
elemental nitrogen, the carbon oxidized to carbon dioxidej and the potassium ashed. 
It is thus impossible to make a series of readings from a single specimen as can be 
done in some types of experiments with radioactive tracers. However, stable is 
are usually preferable for long-time experiments, and besides, the radioactive 
isotopes of some biologically important elements have such short half-lives that it 
is practically impossible to use them as tracers. 

Some Basic Facts about Radioactivity 

In order to use radioactive tracers intelligently it is necessary to haw 
in hand a few of the elementary concepts of nuclear physics. Shannon (29) provides 
an excellent general non-technical background, while Pollard and Davidson (2h) pro
vide a someT;hat more teclmical and excellent discussion. Many of the other refer
ence~ in Section A of the bibliography also provide some information on nuclear 
physics and radioactivity, perhaps the most valuable for introductory purposes, bei 
the Enclyco~edia Britannica and the papers of Livingood and Seaborg (21), LO~T'h~"~~
(22) and Seaborg (26). The recent book on radioactive tracers in biology by Kamen 
(18) includes some basic information on artificial radioactivity, as well as a dis
cussion of methods used in tracer studies. It should be read by all who wish to 
use radioactive tracers. 

Sv,nbols and terminol~. The figures clustered around the symbol for a 
radioactive element may at first seem confusing, but they are quite simple,. The 
subscript to the left is the atomic number, that is, the number of elementary units 
of positive charge on the nucleus or tho number of electrons in the outer shells. 
The superscript to the right is the mass number, that is, the whole number nearest 
to the exact atomic mass of the element as determined by usc of the mass spectro
graph. 11hus, ordinary potassium is 19K39 , naturally radioactive potassium is 19140 
the heavy st able isotope is 19Khl, and artificially radioactive potassium is 19K42. 
Since the atol"llic number is the same for all isotopes of any particular element it 
often omitted. Sometimes an asterisk is used in place of the mass number for r 
active isotopes. Thus, radioactive potassium sulphate might be vrritten either 
or K2~:-SOL.. The latter, of course, does not distinguish between the different radi 
active isotopes of an element. 

Instead of using the phrase "radioactive element" the contraction "r 
ment" is frequently used. Similarly, it is quite cornmon to use Itradiophosphorus fl 

instead of "radioactive phosphorus," for example. 

Atomic particles. Scientists are generally familiar with the current c 
cept of atoi:uc structure, that is, one or more outer shells of electrons surr 
a nucleus composed of neutrons and protons. The neutron has no cho.rge, and its 
is slightly larger than that of a proton. 

The deuteron, or nucleus of heavy hydrogen (deuterium), is composed of 
proton plus one neutron. The alpha particle, or helium nucleus, is composed of two 
protons plus two neutrons. The beta particles (electrons) are not stable constit 
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of atomic nuclei, but are presumably formed and emitted when a neutron changes into 
a proton. The positive beta particles ( positrons or positive electrons) are fonned 
and emitted from a nucle:us whey?- a pro.ton chaJ}ges into &. neutron. ..The positron usual-
11 exists only momentarily, uniting readily with an electron and fonning a photon 
(a quantum of radiant energy) with the emission of about 1 million electron-volts of 
g~ ra~iation. A photon may also cause the production of an electron and a positror. 
The mesotron, or "heavy electron, ti is a component of cosmic rays J and is not ;{et 
6h~m to exist in or be produced by atomic nuclei. Table 2 presents an outline of 
the various atomic particles. 

Radiations from radioactive substances. Both natural and artificial radio
active substances emir-the following basic types of radiation: 
1. Alpha rays or particles. These are helium nuclei, having a double positive charge 
and a-IDaSs fOlIT~imes that of a proton or hydrogen nucleus. They travel from 3 to 
II cm. from their source in air and are easily absorbed by various substances. 
2. Bet~ rays ~ particles. These are high speed electrons from an atomic nucleus 
and are far more penetrating than alpha parti"cles, in some instances· boing able to 
pass through several mm. of aluminum. 
). Gamma rays. These are ver,y short electromagnetic waves, and may be regarded as 
high frequency X-rays. They usually accompany radioactive processes but are far more 
penetrating · than beta particles, being able to pass through several centimeters of 
iron or lead. Unlike the charged alpha and beta particles they are not deflected by 
magnetic or eloctrical fields. Fur~her information about ~hese radiations ar~ pre
sented in Table. 3. 

There are' · several . additional types of radiations ' of lesser importance. 
Positive beta rays consist of a stream of positrons instead of electrons . They 
--~~-- ----~ arc not found in naturally radioactive substances. 2. l,{-c'lectron capture consists 

in the capture of an electron from th" K shell by the nucleus. The K shell j_s the 
outer electl"on shell nearest the nucleus, and successive shells are labeled L, IvI; N' 
and so on. 3. Internal conversion. A process in which radiation from the nucleus 
of an atom is absorbed in the extra-nuclear structure of that same atom and converted 
by the photoeiectric effect lnto kinetic energy of one of the extra-nuclear electrons. 
4. Dol~ pc':. rticles . Low spe8d electrons released from matter by alpha particles. 

In addition to radiation, the naturally radioactive substances such as 
rcldium also emit radioactive matter in the form of emanations and active deposits. 
These are some of the inevitable dissociation products. The p.manations arc radio
active gases such as radon. The active deposits are non-gaseous radioactive sub
stances 1'thich accumulate on nearby objects. These emanations and c:.cti ve deposits 
are not formed by the radioactive SUbstances used in biological tracer work. 

As time goes on, the activity of a radioactive .substance" or the radiation .
trom it, decreases. This decay follows an Gxponential curve, and the life of the 
~dioactivity is theoretically infinite for all radioisotopes. It is, however, 
lativel~r simple to determine the half-life of a radioactive substance, . that is, the 

required for the initial radioactivity ·to be reduced to one-half. The half-
s of va~ious artificially radioactivo substances v~ry great~. For example, ' the 

half-life of B12 is only 0.022 s·econd while that of C14 is 5,100 years. Most radio
active substances have a long half-life • . It must be kept in mind that the lito of a , 
radioactive substance is not just twice its half-life). but an infinite period due to : 
the exponential nature of the decay. For examp:Le, p3 c has a half-life of 11+.3 days, . 

in twice that time it still has 28 perc.ent of its initial activity loft, and even 
r 100 days there is a fraction of a porcent of its initial activity remaining. 
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Table 2. Information about sub-atomic particles. Modified from 
Shannon (29) 

============:=~================~======~========~==-======= 

Particle 

Electron 

Beta particle 

Mass 

f 1/181.1.6 of mas s 
'of H atom 

, . 
. . 

Positron or 
positive electron t • • 

Uesotron '150 to 250 

Charge 

f -e 

, -e 

, fe 

Source 

'outer shells 
'of atoms 

, 'Symbol , 

o 
,. e 
, -1 

o 
'nucleus of e 
'radioisotopes '-1 

r 
. t 

f fl 
o 

e 

'times that of the '-e; fe, 0 ' cosmic rays 
'electron 

Proton '1.0076 atomic 1 
'units , ';'e t nuclei of H , radioisotopes f 1 

f (the nucleus t , of ordinary Ii) , 

Heutron 'slightly greater 1 
'than a proton t (j , nuclei of n , radioisotopes , 

0 

Deuteron '2.oJld atomic 2 
'units , ';'e , nucleus of H , heavy H 1 

Alpha particle '4.0286 atomic 
'units , f 2e , nuclei of 1.1 , radioisotopes I He , (He nucleus) , 2 

Units used in measuring radioactivity. The most common ~~its of measure
ment related to radioactivity are as follows: 
Curie - The am01.mt of a radioactive substqnce giving the sa~O number of disintegra
tions per u~it time as one gram of radium, i. e., 3.71 x 10 disintegrations per 
second. A l!Ltllicurie is 1/1000 curie. A microcurie is 1/1,000,000 curie. 
Half life - The time required for the disintegration rate of a radioactive isotope 
to decrease one-half its initial rate. 
Half thickness - Thickness of absorbing material necessary to reduce the intensity 
Of:radiation by one-half. Usually applied only when absorption obeys the exponent' 
law. Eeasured in centimeters of air or in rng./cm.2 of a given substance, often a 
metal such as aluminum. 
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- Distance '. radiation, travels from . source. .-Me~su,red in , ,t .he .~~m~ units as half 
SSe 

activity - Activity in millicuries. determined from :'. radioactivity measurements 
. bf substance detennined chemically; relative to ' a milligram of radiUm. 

~~ - The :energy of radioactive particles (alpha·:, ' beta) usually. expressed 
of electr6l'i~volts ", (Mev) or kilo-electron volts (Kev). Qne Mev e4uals ." 

Kev. An ~lectron~volt is the amot!.nt of energy acquired by ,:" an electron in fall
a potentia]: difference of one v'olt, 'or the charge of" an~ electron (1.60 x 

coulomb) timEls one volt (=107 ergs .. per coulomb), or 1.6 x 10--L~ ergs '. One Mev 
equals 1.6 x 10-6 ergs, and one Kev 1.6 !x 10-9 ergs. ' : 

um energies - Us'ed .for measuring the energy of ganuna rays. or other electro
radiation. In all atomic or molecular processes involvine emission or ab
of energy the energy is transferred "in separate 'portions or quanta, the 
of which is equal to a constant mul tipl'ied 'by the frequency. ' .. A photoft is 

um of free ene rgy • 

Some characteristics" of 'the ' COID~on types of radiation from radio
active substances. Modified from Shannon (29) 

Alpha rays 

posi-

fluorescence 

ze gases 10,000 times as 
1y as gamma rays 

penetrating power; 
by 10 cm. of air or 

cm: AI. 

, from '9,45 x 109 crne/sec. 
.2 x 10 cm./~ec. 

.1. 

that of an : " 

" ', J 

Beta rays Gan~'Ila rays 

, Defl~qted in a direction ,. ~ot deflected 
, opposite to alpha rays " 
t or in the same direction if t 

I positive beta rays 

, Feeble fluorescence 

t Ionize gases 100 times as 
t strongly as gamma rays 

, 100 times more penetrating 
, than alpha rays 

.' 
t Speed from .36 to' .99 
, that of light 

, 1 minu:s or plus charge 

J Mass about that of an 
, electron 

" Electron or pos i tron 

, " . , 

. ,. 
: . 

f Ionize gases 

, 10,000 times more 
I penetrating than 
, alpha i'ays 

, Speed that of 
f lieht 

, No charge 

t tIo mass 

" . 

, Very short 
f electromagne:tic 
, waves; short X-rays 
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~dioactive Isotopes Suitable for Tracer Studies in Plants 

Radioactive isotopes of all the elements have been produced, but some of 
these arG not suitable for tracer studies because of their very short half lives. 
Of the elements im~)ortant in plant metabolism only oxygen and boron have such short 
half-lives that they cannot be used at all. 015 has a half-life of 126 seconds, 
019 a half-life of 31 seconds, and B~2 a half-life of 0.022 second. Other radio
elements have half-lives too short to permit their use in experiments extending 
any period of time, especially if the source of the radioelements is some distanc 
from the experimental laboratery. This is i)p.rtidularly true of ell, N13, Mg27, 
and to a lesser extent of Na24 , Kl.t.2, and Cub4 • Infol'l1lation relating to the radio
elements suitable for tracer studies in plants is presented in Table 4. In addi 
to the botanically important elements listed in this t~bleJ there are other .suita 
radioactive isotopes wbich might be employed occasionally in plantsJ such as F18, 
Br82 , Si31, Ba139 , Se75 and Ru86 • 

securing Radioactive Isotopes. 

Radioactive isotopes may be secured from laboratories which have cycle 
and some can still be secured only from this source. However, at the present time 
most radioactive isotopes can be secured in much greater ~uantities and more c 
from the atomic piles operated by the U. S. Atomi'c Energy Commissioh, 17hich perio 
cally publishes a price list of isotopes available (65). Radioisotopes currently 
available 'without special order and whic-h are suitable for plant tracer studies are 
checked in Table h. The Atomic Energlf CQ-mnlission is nov; supplying also three st 
isotopes; douterium, BIO and 018 • To secure. radioisotopes from the U. S. Atomic 
Ener~J Comnlission (those from the piles c~nnot be secured elsewhore) it is neces 
to file a request with the Isotopes Division, U. S. Atomic Energy Commi ssion, Box 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 

The isotopes from Oak Ridge are shipped in three different forms; 
1. Fission products. These are mostly shipped in the form of nuxed isotopes 
usually requil:'e chemical separation and purification before use J although some are 
available as unmixed isotopes. These include no isotopes which vrould ordinarily be 
used as biological tracers. 
2. Separated radioisotopes. These are of high enough purity for all ordinary 
tracer uses. Only Clll, 11)1, p32; s35 and ea45 are available in this form. 
38 Irradiated units. These are aluminum containers in which a specified quantity 
of target material has been sealed and irradiated in the pile. These are shipped 
1'vi thout chemical proCessing. As several radioisotopes are usually present it is 
n<.?ces.sary tp purify them before using. 

In addition to any necessary purification, the isotopes must be inca 
in the desired compound and diluted and standardized. While the preparation of 
organic compounds containing the desired isotopes is not particularly difficult, 
synthesis of oreanic compounds containing tracer elements is often very difficult, 
and sometimes living organisms must be used as synthetic agents. Except for ra 
active gases, radioactive tracers are usually used in solution. It is important 
exact concentrations be known if quantitative results are desired.' 

Since purification, synthesis and standardization are beyond the scope 
the ordinal~ plant science laboratory, this must be turned over to a chemistry 
ratory, or to a commercial radioactivity laboratory. Tracerlab, Inc., of Boston, 
performs these and other similar services, which are outlined in their bulletin ( 
¥fucn isotopes are requested from Oak Ridge a request may also be filed t~· have t 
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Imornation about radioelements most likely to be used as t racers in plants .· 
(Adapted from Hamilton (12) and>Radioisotopes Catalog and Price List (65) ) 

r ;TypG. of 'Half-lif,~ ,. ' Energy ·in Mev 'Avai1- ' I.·Xc. per 'Price per : , racUation 'ability (unit 'unit or 
Particles Rays , 'me. , .' , 

, beta · I 20- ·y. , d.013 I a f ... f_ 
) , 

, bE?ta . ' ,.5100 'y • . , 0.145 . , s t 1 . <1'5 I ' '1P 0 m.c. , 
, betaf, gamma r 9.93 m~ , 

~.2, 0.92 t 0.28 , 0 I-

t be:taf~' gamma , 3 y. , 0.58 , 1.3 r 0 > t - I-

t beta, gamma , 14.8 h, , 1.4 1 1.4,2.8 ' °i r 50 t ~12 

, beta, gamma I 10.2 m. 1.8 t 0.9 I 0 , - ,-
" ,. 

, beta , 14.3 d. , 1.69 's 1 t~~l.lO/m.c : 
- f 

, beta , 87.1 d., , 0.17 r s, i r 1, 1 q~- $33 . , , 
, beta i06 y. :' , 0.66 i , 0 .. 005 ·' t~33 

, beta, gainma , 1214 h. t J.58, 2.07 , t.51 I i , 130 ' ~~ 12 

r beta I 180 d. I 0.3 t - , 
oS,. i t 0.001 t$4/m.c. ;$33 

K, gamma I 310 d. I - r 0.85 t 0 , - ,-
f 

r beta, gamma . I 44 d. , 0.26, 0.46 . 1 1.1, '1.3 ' i , 1 '$33 

beta, betat , 12.8 h. I 0.58, 0.66 , - , 
~ ! 100 '$12 

1 betaf, K, f 250 d. t 0.1+ Bt(l%) , 1.14 , i t ~20 J ~~33 
1 e-, gamma , 1 K, e-(99%) , , , 

t , 
, beta, ganuna r 8 d. ., 0.6 t 0.367, t s, i t 130 '$1. 70/m.c. 

. , , . 0.08 

K-electron capture; e internal conversion electrons; h .:. hour; d. - day; m. -
; y. - year; Mev - million electron volts; 0 - not available from Oak Ridge; 

sepCl:rated radioisotopes; i-irradiation unit; mc - millicuries; ?~ As H2S04., 
O/m.ce; as Na2S - $6.00/~.c. 

Tracer1ab, or another similar laborator.y, for processing before 
the expe!,ime.ntal laboratory • 

. ,\ In addition to -supplying- the radioisotopes in the forms me"ntioned, the 
s'Division of the U~ s. Atomic Energy Commission also performs service ir
ons on substances sent ' to them by the user, and it supplies a limited number 

labeled compounds. There is > also a: film badge service for radi9acti vi ty moni tor
. vrhicl~ is quite inexpensive. 

. ' 

j 
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Securing radioisotopes is not a simple matter. Any investigator planning 
to use them shou.ld secure and read carefully the pertinent literature (50, 5h, 55) 
issued by the Isotopes Division. Initial requests for radioisotopes must be made on 
Fonn 313 and ,supplementary requests on Fonn 335. A separate form must be filled out 
for each radioisotope desired. The forms, especially 313, are extremely detailed. 
In addition to exact specifications of the isotope; they ask for information such as: 
statement of intended uses, including s3rntheses . to be performed; importance of the 
investigation; detection inst~umcnts to be used; name and experience of person who 
will supervise measurements; numbe~ and kind of organisms to be used; amount of 
activity per organism; proposed monitoring for health protection; proposed method of 
disposal of surplus and waste; list of publications on related studies; and name of 
journal in vrhich the results are likeiy to be published. When tile publication ap
pears three copies of it must be sent to the Isotopes Division. The request is 

' referred to the advisory connnittee nominated by the National Academy of SCiences, or 
'one of its sub-committees. 

~~en the request has been fully approved, the actual sale and shipment is 
handled by the Isotopes Office, Clinton National Laboratory, Monsanto Chemical Com
pany, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. This should not be confuse·d I'd th the Isotopes Division 
of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

At present, radioisotopes are supplied individuals only through qualified 
institutions. The Isotopes Division recommends (64) that each institution using 
radioisotopes set up a local radioisotopes committee which should approve all re
quests before they are sent to Oak Ridge, coordinate the use of the isotopes within 
the insti tl~tion, effect economies in purchase of the isotopes, and make sure t hat 
adequate health precautions are provided. The committee should consist of a physi
cist, a cheJ!1ist and a biologist, all of whom are acquaintod with radioactivity, in 
addition to representatives of the specific departments or groups which will be using 
the isotopes. 

It is obvious that there is little possibility of the radioisotopes getting 
into the hands of persons not qualified to use them, and also that an individual 
investigator has little chance of securing the isotopes unless the institution for 
which he is working decides to sct up a coordinated program of research involvIng the 
use of tho radioisotopes. Those are undoubtedly vo~ excellent safeguards. 

The Detection and Measurement ~ Radioactivitl 

The procedures involv~d in experiments ~dth radioisotopes are no different 
than those which would be used in similar experiments with stable substances, except 
for hGalth precautions and for the methods employed in the detection and measurement 
of the radioactivity. 

A variety of methods have been used in detecting and measuring radioactivity, 
all of them depending on the ionizing effects of the radiations. Tho instruments 
which have been used inqlude the Lauritsen electroscope, ion chambor electroscopes, 
vibrating reed electrometers, cloud chambers, Geiger-Muller counters and photographic 
plates (radioautographs). Only the last two are used to any extent at all in bio- , 
logical tracer studies at tho present time, :30 only these will be discussed. 

Radioautographs. These provide the simplest method available for deter
mlnlng distribution of radioisotopes in plants. The tissue is placed in close con
tact with a P£l..otographic plate or film, and the radiation from tho tissue exposes the 
negative. If properly done it is possible to secure remarkably good radioautographs. 
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, of course, necessa~ to prevent any light from reaching the film. kll types 
tion (alpha, beta, gamma) are effective in producing radioautographs. ~fuile 

method is primarily qualitative it may also give some quantitative information. 
radioautographs may be enlarged or magnified. In this way semi-microscopic de

may be observed, especially if a very fine-grained film has been uSfld. Radio
phs can be made even vdth ve~J low energy radioisotopes such as c1 (40). 

Special films must be used to secure good radioautographs e- These may be 
d from the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York. Inqniries relating to 

should be addressed to the Industrial Photographic Sales Division. The type of 
to be used depends on the type of particles or rays , emitted by the radioisotopes. 

no alpha particles are emitted by the isotopes ordinarily used as biological 
ers, information on suitable films will be given here only for beta particles 
gamma rays. In a letter to the writer, W. F. Swarm of the Eastman Kodak Company, 

the ,following films: 

Beta particles: The type of film or plate recommended depends on the 
ty and resolving power required. The following are sug~ested: Kodak In
X-ray Film, Type Kj Eastman No-Screen X-ray film; or for finer grain Kodak 

X-ray Film, Type M. For very fine grain, Type V-O Spectroscopic Plates 
~ 548-0 Spectroscopic Plates are recommended. 

Gal1nna rays: Kodak Industrial X-ray FillJl, Type K and Eastman No-Screen 
Film are the fastest materials for recording gamma rays. If finer grain, 

definition and higher contrast is desired, Kodak Industrial X-ray Film, 
This requires five times the exposure as that of Type K and 

Geiger-Huller counters. The following equipment is necessary when GeiGer
counters are used: (1) the Geiger-Muller counter tube itself; (2) a suitable ' 

for reproducably introducing radioactive samples near the counter; (3) a lead 
for the counter to reduce cosmic and envirorunental back~round count. (This is 

absolutely essential, but is of value, e specially when the radiations to be 
d are weak); (4) a regulated high voltage source for the counter; (5) an 
r; (6) a scaling circuit and mechanical recorder, or a counti ng rate meter; 

a standard cathode ray oscillograph, or a loud speaker, or headphones for visual 
auditory monitoring of the counting process (optional), and ( 8) a stop watch or 
electrical timer for accurate measurement of the counting period. Items 4, 5 and . 

usually incorporated in one instrument, and sometimes items 7 and 8 are also 

Items 1, 2, 4 and 6 can be constructed in well-equipped ph~Y'sics 'workshops, 
5, 7 and 8 are usually on hand in a physics laboratory. Brewer and Bramley 
desGribed home-made apparatus especially dosigned for use Trith plants. 

, complete equipment is now available commercially from a numb~r of companies 
specialize in radioactivity equipment. Most investigator.3 nill probably find 

conunercial equipment more satisfactory and less expensive. l.Iany of the firms 
supply such equipment a.dvertise regularly in SCIENCE and other scientific 
s. A complete list of firms may be secured from the Isoto~')es Division, U. S. ': 
Energy Conunission, Oak Ridge, Termessee. 

Geiger- Mullor tubes come in a considerable; variety of models , many of them 
specialized uses, and cost from about $30 to $300 . The mounts cost around $32, 
the load shields from ~20 up. The scaling circuit and mochan.i..cal recorder ylith 
sary auxiliary equipment , cost from 0345 to 0770, although the higher priced 

nt includes also an electric timer vdth automatic cut-off. The complete 
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total · cost . fo~ equipl1lent ~!(;n~ld, then,-· rang~ from a little less than ~!500 to ~round 
$1,400 1 ti~p~~1di,ng , on. tl;1e .:tyPe of egul.J?inent.: needed and chosen. A portable beta-gamma 
count r{ite ··meter,· -. operating on batterfes~ ·.~·nd complete vri th the Geiger-Muller tt]be and' 
with h~a:dph6nes 'for auditoJ:"y'. n:tonitoring; .'. ts · 'available for about' ~~280 . For some types 
of botatlical tracer $tud~e·p '.·this instru1lJen~ is more satisfactory than the more ex- I 

pensi ve. ~caling cir cUl t ·:6utfits. In. gene~al, 'the first ~qtiipment ordered shou,ld have 
the greatest possible ver"satll:Lty; more special.ize·d equipment can' be added lator 
after a .greater familiar-ity ·',\\1.,th · needs hGls . been ' developed.. ". . 

, '., , ' . .. ' . ., .... . . 

Basica11y; 'the . Gelger-Muiier ' count.er tl1be is a . cylindrical 'rnetal tube 'with 
a slender wire running tl1rough .its center. This tube 'has a thin vrindow of mica., 
glass" or othar s-ubstanc~, wbich permits radiation to ente·!'. with.out marl-ced attenuation. 
The tube is fill~·d·. vii th an inert gas ',such as argon, "vi th not over 10 percent of some 
polyatomic ::;as adde~ as ·a quenching agent. . The following de,scr.iption of the oper
'ating principle of the Geiger":'Muller counter, is slightly modi~,i~d from Korff (47): . 

IIrn1en an ~lect·r.on is . acceler~ted through a' gas by a sufficiently intense 
electrical field, the electron. may' . ~cquir~. sufficiept Kinetic energy between suc-,' 
cessive collisions to ionize the gas molecules 'with which it collides. The elect.rons 
so prodl.lcec\, are in turn accelerated, and produce f.,urther ionizati0n. This · chain re
action leads .to an a,mplification of 1010 -eo 1015 w~ch is many times greater than any 

. converii6ntlY "obtainable, -with an electronic amplifiE;!r· • . Another · important advantage 
of trus .Elet ~lOd of amp.lification is its ; compara.tively~ .great insenuitivity to e.1ectri
cal and lTllcrophonic disturbances. ' A G.eiger-IvIuiler 'counter will respond only 'tq: the 
production of ionization within its ·sensitive · volume and, since little or no further 
amplification is . required, the associated electronic circuits can be made relatively 
insensitive td 'external electric.al disturbances ~. . .. 

: "). Qo.unter is',. composed, usually, of . two ~'baxial electrodes . Common ~raqtice 
is to ground t~e 'o:uter electrode, .the oathode, apc( 'connect the ".center electrode; ' 'C'he 
anoqe, T{hich is ."a, ~rire of small eli'ameter, to a SOUI'ce of high voltage and an ampli-' 
fier~ fdllovied by .- a: .· ~·caling cir'cuit and a mec.hanical recorder. ' The Geiger-MuilQr 
counte.r is geril3railY. filled with .. a noble gas, such as neon or argol1" to a pressure, of 
approximately 10 ' cm,~ plus 3-10%' 'Q'f a complex raolecule gas which serves as a discharge 
quenching agent. ' , . . ... ' .; 

! ':.. . 

"The pulse produced" by the counter is introduced into a~ ' e18et~onic circuit 
vr:1ich may amplify, and reshape . it. The pulse then goes :to a scaling circuit; which· 
causes some given-fracti0n of the pulses . to qe recor~ed on a mechanical re~ster. 
The scaling circuit is necessary as mechanical registers are not rapid enough to 
fol10"\'[ the counter impulse at mgh count~ng rates : .. " 

In-purchasing counter tubes for QiolQgical tracer· studies the .proportional 
counters must , be avoide~. They are speci~lly .constructed to ·count alpha , particles, 
and are useless . for the detection of beta al1d . gamma raqiation;the only types pro
duced by most tracer isotopes. Proportion;a~ counters are m9difi'ed Geiger-Uuller 
counters op8rating at a iovler voltage ~ : , I ' , • 

Most Geiger-J,·Iuller counters are sensitive to radiCJ,tion of as little as 
10-5 microcuries. Because of such great s'crisitivity, Geiger-Muller counters have a 
residual cOP.nting rate even when no radioactive substances have! bden placed near 
thom. I; This residU:al 'rate or 'miriimum reading 'is knovm as the backgr01Jnd count, and 
is due'·:to cosmic rays or coritarid.nation of ne?-rby objects with radioactive ' substances. 
The baekgr?Und ' count is u:sually be~VJ~en lq ~~d qO ·per minute, ·e~cept in iaboratories 
where there has 'been consi~erable c.ontarnipation due to previous nse of radioisotopes. 
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The Geiger-Muller tube never "responds to all of the ionization events 
place Itit~in its sensitive volume. It has a finite resolving time of the 

of lo-h sec. Ionizatlon events occurring at smaller intervals will be missed. 

Influence ~! Tracer Radioisotopes on Organisms 

The question naturally arises whether the radio~sotopes used in tracer 
may not affect the organisms in some such way as to invalidate the results 
by their use. It is generally agreed that the chemistry of the various 

of an element is not different enough to have any biological significance . 
(69) has suggested that radioactive tracers may have disturbing effects , but 

of the notes which have been written . on this subject (70-78) agree that radio
s in the amounts used for tracer studies have no disturbing physiological 

Brooks (71) fotInd that radioactive Na~~-Cl and K~~Cl did not change the rate 
respiration of Nitellf. The activity of the samples was from 2.2 to 20 milli-

s per liter. Mullins (76, 77) found that the radiation from Na:l~ reduced per
ty of Ni tella when its concentration was over one millicurie per liter J but 

no effect whatsoever when the concentration was less than that. So far t here 
little ovidence which indicates that radioactive isotopes have any physiological 

different from stable isotopes of the same element l in the concentrations 
in tracer studles. However, there is always the possibility that such 

rential p~ysiological effects may be discovered. 

Health Precautions 
f 

The disastrous effects of exposing the body to stl"ong radiation from radio
ve su.bstances are now "VIell knovm. Exposure to even comparatively weak radiation 
produce skin erythema (sunburn), a reduction in the number of leucocytes, es-

the polymorphonuclear ones, and possible mutations. Such l"'esults are de-
on bot_l the intensity of the radiation and the duration of exposure to it. 
daily safe dose of X-rays is regarded to be about 0.1 roentgens, and the 

applies alsQ to garmna rays. An exposure of one minute to beta rays from 100 
urics of pj2 will produce a definite effect on the skin, though it is limited 

thin surface layer. The effects ' of radioactivity ,on the hunlan body are not yet 
luy understood. However, there is probably no serious health hazard in the 

of radioisotopes as trnCGTS in biology. ~First, none of these radioisotopes com
used as tracers produces the dangerous alpha particles or neutrons, and some of 

do not produce gamma rays. Those which emit beta particles only are relatively 
• Second, there is less danger of serious injury because of tho rather low con

tions and activities usually employed in tracer studies. Nevertheless ., it is 
not to subject oneself to any longer e)tposure than absolutel:;r necessary. Since 

minUtlUID a~ount of radiation producing mutations is not knovvn it is pe rhaps de
for those who have not completed their families to be particularl;)r careful 

radioisotopes . 

The disposal of radioactive substances presents a serious problem, both 
standpoint of possible health hazards and contamination of experimentai 

, \Thich 'Vvtll result in high background counts in future experiments. A nillllber 
~sposnl methods h~ve been suggested, but none is. completely satisfactory. It is 

important to avoid, insofar as possible, contaminating laborC',tiory tables, ap-
, ~JrGenhouse benches, and the like by spilling or splashing radioactive 
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Anyone who is uncertain whether the radiation to which he is being exposed 
is safe may take advantage of the film badge monitoring service available (63, 65). 
The badges contain films the ' size of dental X-ray films and are attached to the 
clothing by means of a clip. After ,a week of wearing; they are sent in for developing. 
The extent to which the films are exposed indicates the amount of exposure to radia
tion and whether it passed safe limits during the week. Pocket ionization chambers, 
now available for about $13, serve c1. purpose similar to the film badges~h These are, 
of course" of value principally in planning future activities, and do not warn against 
~ serious overdose at the time. For such purposes the portable Geiger-Muller rate of 
count meters are very useful. l 

The greatest hazard in radioactive tracer studies is perhaps not the possi
bility of radiation injury, but of ,ordina~ electrical shock. Geiger-Mtiller counters 
operate at high voltages, usually 800 volts ot over. Carelessness or ignorance of 
the 1.nstruments may result in a serious or even fatal shock. However, if pt-oper 
precautions ate taken, neither the possibility of radioactive injury or shock should 
constitute a 8u£ficiently serious occupational hazard to deter a biologist from con
ducting investigations vdth radioisotopes. 
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